HAVE YOU EVER HEARD OF THE LADY D?
It doesn’t matter
It doesn’t matter
It doesn’t matter
Boy what a state

if you’re black or white
if it’s day or night
if you’re fat or thin
they’re in!

It don’t matter if you’re male or female,
The color of your skin, or whether you are young or old
Listen - nothing is as good as your own natural teeth
Even eighteen carat cast pure gold
Now let me give you inspiration
I’m giving you some really good professional insight
Until I start to hear you tell me that
I’ve really helped to make you see the light

It doesn’t matter if they’re big or small
Like some of us are short or tall
You gotta be dentally fit and smart
To be State-of-the-Art!
Have you ever heard of the Lady D?
There’s always some solution if you listen to me
Have you ever heard of the Lady D?
Telling you in rhyme about the Dentistry!
It doesn’t matter if they’re mine or yours
We need our teeth to stay inside our jaws
But there are places where plaque can’t be seen
Behind and inbetween
You gotta brush them, it’s the only way
Don’t leave it till another day
There’s lot’s of ways to clean that space
That’s underneath your brace
Have you ever heard of the Lady D?
There’s always some solution if you listen to me
Have you ever heard of the Lady D?
Telling you in rhyme about the Dentistry!
Hey listen now - it isn’t true that teeth are weak or strong!
And it could be that you are brushing wrong
Brushing right is like learning to play the drums
And you can cure bleeding gums!

It don’t matter if you’re rich or poor, dim or bright
Teeth still go bad if they’re not brushed at night
Black or white
Some ways are wrong or right
Are you brushing them right or wrong?
And it’s not about weak or strong!
It doesn’t matter if you’re black or white
If your teeth go bad you’ll look a sight
So it matters if you’re brushing wrong
And don’t keep your brush too long
Unlike the color of your skin it matters if teeth are black or white
However tooth decay is most likely to happen in the night
So brush at bedtime essentially is the way to get it right
I hear you say one day won’t make a difference but it just might
It’s time to think do you want teeth like stars which come out at night?
And do you want to end up living on soup coz you can’t bite?
So let’s think ahead, let’s try to use some vision and some foresight
So ask yourself, do I care if my teeth are black or white?
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Black or white
Black or white
Black or white
Do you want them black or white?
Black or white
Day or night
Fat or thin
State they’re in!
It doesn’t matter if they’re big or small
Like some of us are short or tall
You gotta be dentally fit and smart
To be State-of-the-Art!
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